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Welsh as a national languageWelsh as a national language
• Wales is a bilingual nation• Wales is a bilingual nation
• Both Welsh and English are official 

languages
• About 20% of the population speak WelshAbout 20% of the population speak Welsh
• In 2011/2012 23.82% of primary school 

children and 20.84% received their 
education through the medium of Welshg

• BUT until recently there was very little 
Welsh medium teaching at university levelWelsh-medium teaching at university level



Establishment of Welsh-medium 
virtual national college in 2011





By 2015By 2015

• 100 Welsh-medium academic posts 
funded across all disciplinesp

• 40 research scholarships (PhDs)
A l b i f d d t d• Annual bursaries for undergraduate and 
post-graduate students
– 50 bursaries worth £3000 over 3 years
– 100 bursaries worth £1500 over 3 years100 bursaries worth £1500 over 3 years
– 20 bursaries worth £3000 a year for Masters 



On-line gateway to Welsh-
medium teaching resources



Welsh language on-line 
multidisciplinary referred journal 



Terminology aid for Welsh-
medium Higher Education



Arguments for teaching andArguments for teaching and 
research through the medium of 

i l lnational languages
S d i h d i i h i• Students rights to education in their own 
languageg g

• The public’s right to services by workers in 
their chosen languagetheir chosen language

• Adding to the world’s knowledge: the 
cognative argument 



“European languages, [Bohr] noted, g g
perfectly mirror the classical world of 
Newtonian physics. When we say "the catNewtonian physics. When we say the cat 
chases the mouse" we are dealing with well-
defined objects (nouns) which aredefined objects (nouns), which are 
connected via verbs. Likewise, classical 
h i d l ith bj t th t llphysics deals with objects that are well 

located in space and time, which interact via 
forces and fields. But if the world doesn't 
work the way our language does,work the way our language does, 
advances are inevitably hindered.”



“Bohm pointed out that quantum effects 
h b d tare much more process-based, so to 

describe them accurately requires a 
process-based language rich in verbs, and 
in which nouns play only a secondaryin which nouns play only a secondary 
role.”

t d f D id P t Nquoted from David Peat, New 
Scientist, 05/01/2008



Our national languages: different 
windows on our academic subjects

Verbs (processes) are much 
more important than nouns 
(objects) in some native(objects) in some native 
American languages.

In Welsh, we also 
use more verbs 
than English does. 

Will the next big discovery in physics be made by a Welsh-
medium or Ojibwe-medium PhD student?


